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TABLE
• Process FiAF source Georeferenced Tagged Image File Format (geotiff) data into a Compressed Arc Digitized Raster Graphics (CADRG) compatible format that can be read and displayed by TAMMAC; • Process FiAF or National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency (NGA) source Digital Terrain and Elevation Data (DTED) into a TAMMAC-compatible Re-gridded DTED format (RDTED); • Define and save regions of interest for mission and theater map data loads;
• Populate these regions of interest with data from user-specified FiAF geotiff files (converted to CADRG-like files via MMCPC), NGA CADRG data, FiAF and NGA RDTED data, and NGA Controlled Image Base (CIB) data; • Import and convert non-georeferenced images into TAMMAC-compatible data frames; • Build Mission Planning and Map Theater data loads from CADRG, RDTED, CIB, and data frames that can be read and displayed by the TAMMAC system; • Write completed TAMMAC map theater data loads to PC cards for aircraft loading.
MMCPC is installed on a FiAF-owned PC (Dell Dimension 8400) configured with the following hardware and software:
• Windows XP Professional Operating System
• 3.4 GHz Pentium 4 Processor
• 1 GB RAM (memory)
• 17-in. flat panel display
• Amtron Technology IDE interface 16-bit PCMCIA (Personal Computer Memory Card International Association) PC card reader / writer • 16X DVD +/-RW (DVD reader / writer)
• 160 GB hard disk (RAID configuration) -dual redundancy This system's repair tag code is 6M3TQ61, which may be referenced for a complete system configuration on the Dell website (www.dell.com). Table 1 lists the source data required for training, most of which NRL provided during the ATP.
A definition of all acronyms used in this document is provided in Appendix A. 
MMCPC LOGIN AND STANDALONE SYSTEM PROCEDURES

Overview
These training instructions assume the MMCPC system is assembled and ATP is successfully completed. This section describes the login procedure, explains how to restore the MMCPC software to its original state without reinstalling, and lists useful standalone system procedures.
Login Procedure
The only account configured for this computer is the MMCPC account, which provides full administrator privileges. Log in to the MMCPC account as follows: a. Enter the following username and password:
Username: MMCPC Password: FIAFMAP b. Check the device configuration: Right click on the My Computer icon located on the desktop. Verify that the DVD/CD drive is displayed as drive E: and the PC card drive is displayed as drive F:
Reset Program
The standalone program RESET.EXE is provided to restore the MMCPC software to its original configuration by deleting all logged sources, compositions, processed map data, and data frames (located in the default directory) and reinitializing the processed unique identifiers (PUID). Run RESET from the MMCPC root directory (C:\MMCPC). A DOS window will be displayed instructing the user to click any key to continue. Click Enter to close the DOS window and reinitialize the MMCPC system.
Standalone System Programs
The MMCPC root directory contains several other standalone programs that are not used in training, but are listed here for informational purposes. These programs must be run from a DOS emulation window, which can be accessed by clicking on Start > All Programs > Accessories > Command prompt. A brief synopsis of each program, with input parameters, is provided below. 
RPF_DUMP.EXE
Overview
A primary function of MMCPC is to process Finnish source map data into file formats that can be read by the TAMMAC digital map system. MMCPC performs the following map data processing operations, depending on which input data is required: NGA DTED into RDTED, FiAF DTED into RDTED, geotiff into CADRG, and image files into TAMMAC data frame files.
CADRG processing (from geotiff) is the slowest of these operations, because CADRG processing requires compression, which is the most computationally intensive function in MMCPC. Note that the volume label and directory structure for geotiff files are defined in Appendix B. MMCPC will not process FiAF map data that does not conform to the map data and directory structure formats listed in Appendix B.
Processed map data is written to a default location provided by MMCPC unless the user specifies another directory to store the map data. In either case, once data has been processed and finalized, the map data resides on the hard disk until it is unlogged. If the processed map is archived to CD or moved to another directory, it must be re-logged into MMCPC.
A default set of color palettes used in the processing of FiAF geotiff to CADRG is derived from NGA source data. This color palette set is used to process FiAF source geotiff data only if no custom color palettes are provided with the geotiff. There is no need to maintain the default color palettes to use NGA CADRG in combination with processed FiAF CADRG. NRL recommends that FiAF operators use their own custom color palettes for processing geotiff files into CADRG to improve color accuracy. The user may process multiple data sets with different color palettes without making the previous map data obsolete. The file structure of custom color palette files must conform to that specified in Appendix C for MMCPC to properly install and use custom color palettes.
MMCPC will process source image files into TAMMAC-compatible data frames. The source image files provided by the user must be 768x768 pixels in size. Source images of any other size will not be processed. The user defines the source and destination directories, which can be either the default directories provided by MMCPC or user-specified directories.
The source data CDs listed in Table 1 are required for the following procedures.
Start the MMCPC Program
a. Double-click on the MMCPC icon on the desktop. c. A window will appear prompting the user to select source and destination directories for processing. Use the Browse button at the top of this window to navigate to the CD drive (E:/). Verify a checkmark is displayed next to Found Valid Source Data.
d. Use the default destination directory for the processing RDTED (C:\mmcpc\data\RDTD). Click Open. Wait a few moments while MMCPC reads the DTED data from the CD.
e. An RDTED processing window will be displayed. Note the listing of source DTED files under the 150m and 750m tabs. The same DTED files are used to create both resolutions (150m and 750m) of RDTED. Click View Coverage to show the approximate RDTED coverage to result from processing this DTED source.
f. Zoom into the area of interest by clicking with the right mouse button, selecting Zoom by Stretch Box in the menu and using the mouse (with the left button depressed) to zoom.
g. Click View Text to return to the previous view. Since you will be appending more NGA DTED data to this data set, unclick Finalize Automatically.
h. Click Process to begin processing the NGA DTED into TAMMAC-ready RDTED files, which will take approximately 3 minutes.
i. When a message is displayed stating the RDTED processing has completed, click OK. m. This time, a window is displayed stating RDTED data exists that has not been finalized. Click Append.
n. A window appears prompting the user to select source and destination directories for processing. Use the Browse button at the top of this window to navigate to the CD drive (E:/). Verify a checkmark is displayed next to Found Valid Source Data.
o. Since this is an append operation, the destination directory is fixed and cannot be modified. Click Open.
p. An RDTED processing window will be displayed (as in step e). Click View Coverage to show the approximate RDTED coverage to result from processing this DTED source.
q. Click View Text to return to the previous view. This is the last set of DTED data to be processed for this data set, so verify that Finalize Automatically is checked. Enter the User Given Name of NGA DTED.
r. Click Process to begin processing the NGA DTED into TAMMAC-ready RDTED files, which will take approximately 2 minutes.
s. When a message states RDTED processing has completed, click OK. This RDTED data set is now complete. Remove the DTED CD from the CD drive. The processed RDTED data will be verified in the Map Composition Development section of this manual. Note that the MMCPCassigned ID for this data set is RDTDFIAF0001_A. c. Click View Text to return to the previous view. Since this is the only DTED data for this data set, verify that Finalize Automatically is checked. Enter the User Given Name of FiAF DTED.
Process
d. Click Process to begin processing the FiAF DTED into TAMMAC-ready RDTED files, which will take approximately 18 minutes.
e. When a message states the RDTED processing has completed, click OK. This RDTED data set is now complete. Remove the DTED CD from the CD drive. The processed RDTED data will be verified in the Map Composition Development section of this manual. Note that the MMCPCassigned ID for this data set is RDTDFIAF0002_A. h. Click Process to begin processing the FiAF geotiff files into TAMMAC-ready CADRG-like files. This is a CPU-intensive process due to spatial and color compression techniques that must be used to create CADRG files.
Process FiAF GEOTIFF into CADRG
i. When a message states CADRG processing has completed, click OK. This CADRG data set is now complete. Remove the FiAF geotiff source CD from the CD drive. The processed CADRG data will be verified in the Map Composition Development section of this manual. Note that the MMCPC-assigned ID for this data set is CDRGFIAF0001_A.
j. Quickly verify that all map data in this section have been logged and properly processed:
1. From the MMCPC main window, click Compose, then Include Coverage, then Logged Source.
2. Verify that the logged source listing includes all sources that have been logged and processed during this session.
3. Double-click on RDTDFIAF0001_A. Set MMCPC Data Type to RDTED and set MMCPC scale to 150m, then move the cursor to the processed coverage area. Right click, select View RPF Data, and verify that the RDTED coverage is correct. 
LOGGING MAP DATA
Overview
Any original NGA map data (CADRG, CIB, or RDTED) to be used in MMCPC must first be logged into the system. Logging map data consists of creating a bitmap representation of the data, storing it in a protected MMCPC directory, and notifying MMCPC that the data is available for composition development and map theater/mission builds for use with TAMMAC. In the map data processing procedures described in Section 3, these logging functions were performed automatically.
The user may also unlog map data from MMCPC using the UNLOG function. Unlogging will remove the bitmap representation of the map data from MMCPC. The user may unlog any map dataincluding processed map data -residing on hard disk. In the case of processed map data, the actual map files also will be deleted from the system. It is very important to recognize that unlogging processed map data will permanently remove that data from the system. UNLOG should be used to eliminate obsolete data from the system. For example, if FiAF CADRG data is replaced by newer map data, both sets will reside on MMCPC until a user unlogs the older data. Unlogging map data will render "locked" compositions obsolete. This aspect is discussed in greater detail in Section 5 of this manual. e. Click LOG. Verify that the logging process completed successfully. Click OK.
Log
f. Repeat steps a-e for each of the following NGA CADRG CDs:
ONCTPC01 (NSN# 7644014496348) ONCTPC05 (NSN# 7644014391906) JOG-A (expurgated) (Item# SPFIJOGAZ) CIB (NSN# 7644014540544)
g. This completes the logging process for all NGA source data to be used (without any preprocessing) by MMCPC during this training session.
MAP COMPOSITION DEVELOPMENT
Overview
Map compositions, like logged data sources, are bitmaps. However, unlike logged data sources, map composition bitmaps are designed by the user. Logged sources must exist wherever the user wishes to define map coverage for a composition before the composition can be built.
Map compositions may exist in three states: unlocked, locked, and obsolete. All newly created compositions are unlocked. An unlocked composition is a user-defined bitmap representation for a region of interest (ROI) where logged sources exist. However, the composition is not "locked" to any particular logged map source. This is a key point, since logged sources may overlap one another. An unlocked composition is, therefore, based on any applicable logged map coverage but not any particular source. For example, in Section 3 (Map Data Processing), NGA and FiAF DTED data are processed into RDTED data sets RDTDFIAF0001_A and RDTDFIAF0002_A. The geographic coverage of RDTDFIAF0002_A (Northern Europe / Scandinavia) completely overlaps the coverage of RDTDFIAF0001_A (Finland only). So, an unlocked composition that includes RDTED coverage of Finland may use either source for a map build. In an unlocked state, the composition only indicates that coverage exists (in this case, from two possible sources).
Once a composition has successfully built a TAMMAC theater or mission load, the composition becomes "locked" (i.e., the map sources are now locked to the composition). This establishes a record of the exact map sources used to create a particular map load. Continuing with the example above, the composition containing RDTED coverage of Finland is used to build a theater map. MMCPC will display to the user the available sources that are needed to construct the theater map for this composition (RDTDFIAF0001_A and RDTDFIAF0002_A). The user may arrange the order of sources for a build to force MMCPC to use the sources from top (highest priority) to bottom (lowest priority). If RDTDFIAF0002_A is ordered for highest priority, the other source will not be used at all, since RDTDFIAF0002_A completely overlaps RDTDFIAF0001_A. Once the build completes successfully, the composition is locked to its source (here, RDTDFIAF0002_A). If the user wishes to again create a theater map build from this composition, the user will no longer be prompted to set the order of sources, since the composition is now locked to RDTDFIAF0002_A.
When a map source that was used for a locked composition is unlogged from MMCPC, the composition becomes obsolete. Any associated "locked" compositions created using the obsolete map source also become obsolete. Continuing with the example above, if the source RDTDFIAF0002_A was unlogged from MMCPC, the composition would become obsolete. This will be demonstrated later in this training.
Define Composition Using a Variety of Methods
a. Show all available map coverage by clicking View from the main menu, then check on Available Coverage. Using the MMCPC Data Type and Scale pull-down windows, click through each data type and map scale selection. Note that the color of the map coverages is green, indicating coverage is available but not part of the current composition (map segments are displayed red in compositions).
b. From the MMCPC main menu, click Compose, then Include Coverage, then Logged Source.
c. A window should be displayed listing the logged sources available for composition development. Verify there are one CIB source, four NGA CADRG sources, one FiAF CADRG source, and two RDTED sources.
d. Double-click the CIB source, verify that CIB map coverage in central Finland is displayed. This demonstrates the method to create a composition by including a logged source.
e. Use the Zoom Stretchbox to zoom into the Scandinavian region. Once the button has been depressed, the cursor should change from an arrow to a cross (+). Depress the left mouse button at the upper left hand corner and drag to the lower right-hand corner of the desired zoom box.
f. Click the Zoom Stretchbox again to return the cursor to an arrow.
g. Change the data type to CADRG and the scale to 1:250k. Green map segments should be displayed for the entire country of Finland. Use the Define Coverage by Stretchbox tool to select the lower half of Finland. Depress the button to activate the function, hold down the left mouse button from the upper left-hand corner and drag to the lower right-hand corner of the desired coverage. A purple box should be displayed showing the extents of the stretchbox, and the color of the map segments within the box should now be red (indicating these map segments are part of the current composition).
h. Change the scale to 1:2M. Use the Define Coverage by Polygon tool to select the territorial boundaries of Finland. Depress the button to activate the function then, starting at the bottom, left-click on a location just below Helsinki. A purple dot should appear. Continue to left-click on points just outside the boundaries of Finland. Line segments will be displayed for each point clicked. After clicking around the boundaries of Finland, double-click to close the polygon. The map segments in the polygon should be red.
i. Use the Erase Coverage by Stretchbox tool to remove the coverage at the 1:2M scale for the northern half of Finland. Depress the button to activate the function, hold down the left mouse button from the upper left-hand corner and drag to the lower right-hand corner of the desired coverage. A purple box should be displayed showing the extents of the stretchbox and the color of the map segments within the box should now be green (indicating these map segments no longer part of the current composition). (64, 31 20), and (60, 31 20) , then click OK. A box should be displayed showing the extents of the latitudes and longitudes entered and the color of the map segments within the box should turn from green (available) to red (composition). Note that the Define Coverage toolbar is inactive at the 750m scale. However, the actions taken at the 150m scale for RDTED are automatically applied to the 750m scale.
k. Next, associate the data frames that were created earlier with this composition. From the main window, click Compose, then Associate DF.
l. A Select Dataframes window will be displayed. Since we stored the data frames in their default location (C:\MMCPC\data\dataframes), the three data frames created in section 3.6 should be listed. Select all three data frames by placing the cursor below and to the right of the last data frame, and then depress the right mouse button and drag to the upper left data frame. Click Open to associate the data frames. u. This completes the training to create map compositions in MMCPC.
MAP THEATER BUILD
Overview
This section describes how a composition can be used to create a theater map build. As stated in the previous section, a theater map has a maximum capacity of 3 GB (capacity is actually slightly less than 3 GB, due to vendor-reserved space on the disk). Each theater map PC card has a capacity of approximately 1 GB.
A mission map has a maximum capacity of 256 MB (not withstanding vendor reserved disk space). Only a single mission card may be loaded into TAMMAC, so the mission PC card size is 256 MB. Both PC card capacity sizes are read from a configuration file in MMCPC and could be modified in the future to change the capacity sizes.
Theater and mission map builds are composed of the actual map data files stored in the proper structure for the selected type (theater vs. mission) with all required TAMMAC-specific files included as part of the build. MMCPC writes all theater and mission builds to hard disk in the directory C:\mmcpc\TAMMAC\theater\map_build or C:\mmcpc\TAMMAC\mission\map_build where the subdirectory map_build takes the name of the map build and contains all the files to be loaded for TAMMAC. A separate function copies theater map files to PC cards. All mission builds are retained on hard disk for utilization by the Mission Planning System (MPS). MMCPC does not create all files needed for a valid mission build. This function was outside the scope of MMCPC v1.0 development.
Build a TAMMAC Theater Map
a. From the MMCPC main menu, click Build, then Build Map. A Build Map window should be displayed.
b. Click the Theater radial button on the build window to indicate that this map build will be a TAMMAC Theater Build. Click the Browse button to view the available compositions. Double-click the composition TRAINING1. Click OK.
c. The Build Map window will close and the Data Sources window will be displayed showing all possible map sources for the selected composition.
NOTE: Map data sources may have overlapping coverage. The Data Sources window provides up and down arrows enabling the user to prioritize the data sources that will be used to construct the map build. The order of precedence may be important when newer map data overlaps older data or when the user needs to prioritize data based on the provider (e.g., use FiAF data before NGA data).
d. Move the RDTDFIAF0002_A source above the RDTDFIAF0001_A source. Click OK.
e. Since data frames are associated with this composition, another window will be displayed showing the list of data frames. As in the list of data sources, the order of precedence for data frames may be changed via up and down arrows to determine the order in which they will be displayed in the aircraft (top is first). Click OK to accept the default order.
f. The build process will begin. For sources on CD, MMCPC will instruct the user to insert the source disk in the CD reader and click OK to continue. When the Build Finished window is displayed, click OK.
g. The status of the TRAINING1 composition is now locked. From the main window, click File, and then Open to verify. Make sure the file filter is set to show all composition types. Click CANCEL.
Write TAMMAC Theater Load to PC Card
a. From the MMCPC main window, click Build, then Write Theater Map.
b. A window will be displayed instructing the user to enter the serial number of the first PC card. Select a map card, type the serial number in the window provided, insert the card into the PC card drive, and click OK.
c. Click OK when the write has completed. Eject the card from the PC card drive and mark this card as TRAINING1. Note that MMCPC will automatically erase any previous map data that existed on the card prior to writing the new map theater.
d. Take PC card TRAINING1 to the TAMMAC system in the Scientific and Technical Information Center (STIC) facility for verification. Note the following during review:
View and verify the accuracy of CADRG map data at 80 nmi, 40 nmi, and 5 nmi scales. The 80 nmi and 40 nmi CADRG is from the FiAF source (same map data zoomed) while the 5 nmi CADRG data is from the NGA source. 
